Abstract. We establish an estimate via initial values for functions in a class of Lipschitz continuous functions of several variables. This estimate can be used to investigate the uniqueness of quasi-classical solutions of Cauchy problems for first-order nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). Particularly, we give an answer to an open problem posed by S. N. Kruzkov.
For every function u defined on Q7-, we put Dif(w) = {(t, x) e YiT I u is differentiable at (t, x)}.
In this note we shall be concerned with the following class of Lipschitz continuous functions:
K(ßr) = {ue Lip([0, T) x R») \3Gc[0,T], mes(G) = 0, Dif(«)Dfír\(GxR")}.
In other words, a function u e Lip([0, T) x R") belongs to Vi&T) iff, for almost all t, u is differentiable at any point (t,x). It is obvious that
Our aim is to prove the following result. Theorem 1. Let u be a function in V(£lT). If there exist a nonnegative function h locally bounded on R" and a nonnegative function keLx(0, T) suchthat
for almost every t e (0, T) and for ail x e R" , then (2) \u(t, x)\ < exp C(jc) I kix)drsup |«(0,y)|:
C(x) = sup j|ftCv)| | ||y|| < (||ac|| + l)exp jírfc(T)dz-11 . Corollary 1. Let u e F(Qr) a«<i m(0, x) = 0, x e R". If condition (1) w satisfied for almost every t e (0, T) and for ail x e R", then w(r, x) = 0 /'« Remark where e. is either 0 or 2. The set J is complete, nowhere dense on I1, and mes(/) = 0. We define the function u(-), which is called the Cantor ladder, in the following way (see [3] ). For t e J given by (C), we put »«) = £ §> bt=ej.
If (a, ß) is an open maximum interval in (0, 1)\J, then a, ß e J, v(ß) = v(a). We set for t e (a, ß): v(t) = const = via) = viß). It follows that v(-) e C[0, 1] and that dv/dtit) = 0 almost everywhere in (0, 1). In fact, dv/dt{t) = 0 for r e(0, 1)\/.
Putting u(t, x) = v(t), (t, x) e Ylx, we easily see that
The function u satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 except Lipschitz continuity. This explains why u(t, x) ^ 0.
Proof of Theorem 1. For an arbitrary point (to, xn) £ Qr, we have to prove that (2.a) \u(t0, x0)| <exp C(x0) [°k(t)dt Jo sup l"(0,y)|, Let Br = B" = {y e R" | ||y|| < r), r>0. Denote by I/(i0, x0) the set of all absolutely continuous functions x(-) : / = [0, to] -> R" , which satisfy almost everywhere in / the differential inclusion dx/dt(t) e .SkwaixMll+i) subject to the constraint x(in) = xn .
From Theorem VI-13 in [2] , it follows that X/(io, xo) is a nonempty compact set in C(I, R"). The sets Z(t, t0, x0) = {x(t) \ x(-) e X/(i0, *o)} and T(io, xq) = {ÍT,y)\x e I, y e Ziz, to, xq)} are therefore compact sets in R" and R"+1, respectively, for all tel.
Moreover, by the converse of Ascoli's theorem, the multivalued function Z(-, to, xn) : / -► R" is continuous.
We now define a function tp(-): I -> R1 as tp(t) = max{\u(t, y)\ \yeZ(t, i0,x0)}.
Then, according to the maximum theorem (see [1, Theorem 1.4 .16]), the fact that u e C(r(in, Xo)) implies <p(-) e C(I). In addition, we have: V(i,, xl), (t2, x2) e ( [6, t0] x R") n T(i0, x0).
By the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral, Lemma 1 will be proved if we can show that
Víi, h e [6, t0] . Now let V(t\) > (p(h) and <p(tx) = \u(tx,x(tx))\, for some x(-) e X/(io • xo). Since x(i2) e Z(t2, to, xo), we have 0 < 9(h) -<pih) = \uih, xih))\ -<pih) By Lemma 2 and the definition of <?(•), the inequality (2.a) will be obtained if we show that
For arbitrary p > 0, let
To get (7), we have only to prove that It is obvious that co(t*) = X, Ue(0, t')\G, and that co(t) > X, Vi e [0, i"). Suppose that tp(t*) = s • u(U, x.), s = signw(i», x*), for some x» e Ziu , to, xo) ; i.e., there exists a function x*(-) 6 X/(io, xo) so that x*(i») = x». Choose / e R" with 
